
FUMC ESL 6-9-2022 High Beginning and Low Intermediate Lesson 

Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. What is your favorite 
meal of the day: breakfast, lunch or dinner? Why? 

Pronouncing Vowels: E 

E has several sounds: E like in eat, eagle, Eve, me, knee, bee, evil  ---OR  E as in Ed, elk, egg, 
edge, leg, jet, ever, never, elevator, elephant, education, bed and hello---  OR E can sound like 
"uh" as in tiger, anger, answer, ballerina and camera . Many times the E at the end of a word is 
silent. EX: ride, size, leave


EA can sound like EE: meat, seat, lead, read, leap, beach, clean


OR can sound like EH as in dead, feather, heaven, meadow, breakfast, bread


AND sometimes in EA words, the E is silent and the A has a long A sound. EX: break, great, 
steak


OR a short A sound as in: heart, bear, pear


The letter Y has the E sound at the end of words: bunny, funny, scary, fuzzy, happy, dirty, pretty, 
cloudy


Many one syllable words that end in Y don't sound like E: buy, way, say, try, stay, dry, my, why, 
sky


Pronounce these word pairs. Listen for the different pronunciation of the E. 

Read this story THAT'S LIFE: Lesson 1-The Same Routine

The radio wakes Bruno up every morning. This morning, there is a commercial on the radio. "Is 
your life the same day after day? Are you tired of the same routine? Visit Mexico. We will shake 
up your world!"

Bruno opens his eyes and listens. It's true. Every morning is the same routine. Bruno gets up 
and eats cereal with milk for breakfast. He takes a shower, shaves, brushes his teeth, and gets 
dressed. Then he takes the number 7 bus downtown. The bus isn't usually crowded, so Bruno 
sits in the same seat at the front of the bus every day. 

heat - head dead-deed sweet-sweat breath - breathe tear - tear

queen - clean break - beak please - pleasant leaf - leather wear  -  weasel



Bruno thinks his life shouldn't be the same day after day. He can't afford to go to Mexico, but he 
can change his routine. Maybe that will make his life more exciting. Today, Bruno eats some 
leftover pizza for breakfast. He shaves before he takes a shower. He gets dressed before he 
brushes his teeth. Bruno takes the number 9 bus downtown.

The number 9 bus is very crowded. Bruno has to stand up all the way downtown. His stomach 
hurts. Leftover pizza is not a very good breakfast. His face hurts, too. It's better to shave after 
you take a shower. Then Bruno sees some toothpaste on his shirt. It's better to get dressed after 
you brush your teeth. Bruno decides that his old routine is just fine. But maybe he will choose a 
new radio station.

1. What wakes Bruno up every morning?
2. What is Bruno's routine?
3. Where does Bruno sit on the bus every day?
4. Why does Bruno decide to change his routine?
5. What parts of his routine does Bruno change?
6. What is wrong with having pizza for breakfast?
7. What is wrong with shaving before he showers?
8. What's wrong with brushing his teeth after he gets dressed.
9. What's wrong with the number 9 bus?

Complete the sentences with the words from the word bank. 

1. Bruno ________________ his life to be the same day after day.  

2. Today Bruno ____________ some leftover pizza for breakfast.  

3. He ___________ before he takes a shower.  

4. He gets dressed before he _______________ his teeth.  

5. Bruno ___________________ the number 9 bus downtown.  

6. The bus is _________________. Bruno has to stand in the back.  

7. His stomach ______________. HIs face hurts, too.  

brushes shaves hurts doesn't want

crowded thinks takes eats



8. “My routine is fine,” ________________ Bruno.  

DISCUSS

1. What wakes you up in the morning? Do you have an alarm clock? Do you wake up when 
you hear the birds singing? Do you have a radio that wakes you up? Do your kids wake you 
up? Do your pets wake you up?  

2. Do you have a morning routine or do you do different things on some days? What is your 
morning routine?

3. Do you eat pizza for breakfast? What do you eat?  

4. Do you like to eat leftovers? Does your spouse? Do your kids?  

5. Do you listen to the radio in the morning? Do you watch TV in the morning? Do you listen  
to music on your phone in the morning?  

6. Do you ride the bus?  What do you do on the bus? listen to music, talk on the phone, read a 
book, look out the window, talk to people on the bus  

Grammar Quiz: Put a, an or the in the blanks where needed. If it is not needed, leave it blank. 
Remember we use a or an if we aren't talking about a specific thing. EX: I love to shop in a mall. 
I love to shop in the mall by my house.  Also remember, we don't use a or an with non-count 
nouns. EX: I like sugar in my tea. NOT I like a sugar in my tea.

1. Would you like __________apple?
2. ________ grocery store where I shop sells very fresh ________ fruit.
3. _________ fruit at my grocery store is very fresh.
4. Gary works three mornings _________ week.
5. Helen works eight hours ______ day.
6. I took ______ taxi to the station.
7. What is ________ longest river in the world?
8. What did you have for ________ breakfast?
9. Your room is on _________ fifth floor. 
10. Pat lives in _______ small village.
11. We missed our flight because we were at ___________ wrong gate.
12. I didn't have time for ________ lunch today because I was so busy.
13. He does _________ same thing every day.
14. Dad goes to _______ work at 8.
15. If you live in another country, you should try to learn _______ language.
16. I don't have _________ television.



17. My dog got out of our yard because I forgot to close ______ gate.
18. We laid on ________ ground and looked up at _________ sky.
19. Janet goes to ___________ school every day.
20. Bill is still in _________ hospital. 
21. Our family goes to ________ church every Sunday.
22. Ken's brother is in ________ prison.
23. Ken goes to _________ prison every month to visit his brother.
24. I love going to ________ beach near my house.
25. My city is not near ______ beach. I have never gone to ______ beach before.


